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BEHAVIOUR OF THE VELOCITY OF

ONE-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS IN POROUS MEDIA

BY

JUAN L. VAZQUEZ1

Abstract. The one-dimensional flow of gas of density u through a porous medium

obeys the equation u, - (um)xx, where m > 1, .x e R and t > 0. We prove that the

local velocity of the gas, given by v = -mum~2ux, not only is bounded for t > t > 0

but approaches an V-wave profile as t -» oo. N-waves are the typical asymptotic

profiles for some first-order conservation laws, a class of nonlinear hyperbolic

equations. The case m ^ 1 is also studied: there are solutions with unbounded

velocity while others have bounded velocity.

0. Introduction. We consider the Cauchy problem for the one-dimensional porous

media equation

(0.1) u, = {um)xx   for*GR,/>0,

(0.2) u(x,0) = u0(x)    forxGR,

where m is a positive constant and u0 satisfies

(0.3) u0 g L^R),   m0 -> 0 a.e.,   u0 * 0.

Apart from its mathematical interest as a simple model of nonlinear evolution

equation of (possibly degenerate or singular) parabolic type, equation (0.1) and its

/V-dimensional analogue appear in a number of applications; cf. [18] for a reference.

In the typical application to the flow of gas through a porous medium we have m > 1

and u stands for the density of the gas. Writing (0.1) as a conservation law for the

mass

(0.4) «,+(«.10,-0

gives for the local velocity of the gas the expression v = -mum~2ux. We define the

pressure as the potential of the velocity field, i.e. v = -px, so that

p = (m/(m- l))«"-1.
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M = f u0(x) dx is the total mass. We retain this terminology even if m < 1. If

m = 1 we recover the classical heat equation; the pressure is then p = lg u. For

0 < m < 1 the equation appears in plasma physics (cf. [6], where actually the

three-dimensional equation is considered).

There is a family of model solutions corresponding to an initial mass concentrated

at 0, i.e. u(x,0)= M8{x), S being Dirac's delta function. They are given by the

selfsimilar functions (cf. [3])

(0.5)

u(x, t; M) =
t-X/(m+\) A2-

m - 1

2m(m+\)    t2Am+1)

l/(m-l)

^/-1/2exp(-x2/(4/))

Urn ¥= 1,

if m = 1,

A = axM ifwhere A = amM{m~1)/im + 1) for a certain constant am > 0 if m =*= 1

m = 1; []+ means max(-,0). Since (0.1) is invariant under x- and ¿-translations, the

functions U(x - x0, t + t; M) are also solutions of (0.1) in Q = R X (0, oo) for

every x0 G R, t > 0.

This paper is concerned with the behaviour of the velocity of the solutions of

(0.1)-(0.3). In this respect, if we define an N-wave in the domain QT = R x (0, T),

T > 0, as a function of the form

(0.6) N(x,t)
c(t)(x-x(t))     ifr,(i) <x <r2(t),

i 0 otherwise,

for some functions c(t), x(t), rx(0, r2(t) such that c(t) g C'(0, T) and /-,(?) < x(t)

^ r2(t), it is not difficult to see that for m > 1 there are two kinds of solutions of

(0.1) whose velocities are TV-waves: first the model solutions u(x - x0, t + t; M),

and in this case T = oo, c(t) = ((w + 1)(/ + t))~\ x(t) = x0 and x0 - rx(t) = r2(t)

- x0 = rw(/) defined in (0.8). Setting, without essential restriction, xQ = t = 0 we

obtain the one-parameter family of symmetric N-waves

I        x

(0.7) v(x,t;M)= { (m + !)'

i0

if|x

if be

< r.'v(0.

where

(0.8)

'(') = ^(0 - cmA/('"-1,/(m+1)/1/('" + 1,, c„, = û^
2m(m + 1)

w 1

1/2

m > 1.

Remark that d(.x, /; M) is positive in ÜM = {(x, t): \x\ < rM(t)}.

TV-waves can also be obtained from the following solutions (and their translates):

, -|l/(m-l)

(0.9)    ù(x,t;T,C) = (T-t)
•l/(m+l; 1

2m(m + 1)   (T_,f/<m + 1
- C

defined in QT; T > 0 and C are arbitrary constants. For C > 0 we have also the

solutions    û+(x, t; T, C) =  û(x, t; T, C) ■ H(x)    and    û.(x, t; T, C) =

it(x, t; T,C)H(-x),whereH(x)= 1 if x > 0, H(x) = 0 if x < 0. All these solutions
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have TV-wave velocities with c(t) = ((m + 1)(/ - T))"1 < 0 and correspond to non-

integrable initial data that cause a blow-up in finite time T. In fact, they serve as a

model for the solutions of (0.1) that blow up in finite time, cf. [5, 21] for results

about this class of solutions, but we shall not deal with them here.

The main result of this paper consists in proving that for every solution of

(0.1)-(0.3) with m > 1 the velocity behaves asymptotically as t -» oo like the N-wave

(0.7) where M = f u0(x) dx. Therefore, there is essentially a one-parameter family of

asymptotic profiles. The convergence results are precisely stated and proved in §§1

and 2. After introducing a rescaling of the variables v and x we prove that

t)(-, /) -» v(-, t) as t -» oo in the sense of graphs. Since v is discontinuous we cannot

expect to have uniform convergence in the usual sense.

It is remarkable that this asymptotical TV-wave behaviour occurs in several first

order equations of hyperbolic type that develop singularities in the form of shock

waves, like the single conservation law with a convex nonlinearity

(0.10) u, +(|«|").T = 0,       n> l,(x.t)e Q,

and the one with an odd nonlinearity

(0.11) u,+(\u\"-1u)x = 0,       n>l,(x,t)(£Q.

Both equations admit TV-wave solutions for their respective velocities. Thus if we set

v = |u|"_1 sign(w) in (0.10) we have a /wo-parameter family of solutions of (0.10)

given in terms of v by

,„„„, . ,      (x/nt    U-pt1/n < x < qt1/n.

0.12) v(x,t;p,q)=    / '
(0 if x > qt1/n or x < -pt1/n

where p,q^0. The corresponding solution u(x, t; p,q) solves (0.10) with initial

condition u(x,Q) = M8(x) where

(0.13) M = ^^-(q"A"u-p"A"-1)).

For equation (0.11) we set v = M""1 an^ obtain the TV-waves v(x, t;0,q), with

\M\ = ((n - l)/«)t7"/("-1) and then u(x, t; M) - t;(jc, i;0. <?)1/(n_1) • sign( A7). In

this case we have a one-parameter family.

It has been known for a long time that TV-waves represent the asymptotic profiles

of conservation laws of the type u, + f(u)x = 0 under different restrictions on

m(jc,0) and/(cf. Lax [14], Di Perna [10], Dafermos [9], Liu [15]). Liu and Pierre's

paper [16] contains a theory of existence and uniqueness for the Cauchy problems

(0.10), (0.2) and (0.11), (0.2), as well as a study of the asymptotics: For every

u0 g L'(R) there are p, q satisfying (0.13) such that the solution of (0.10), (0.2)

approaches as / -» x the selfsimilar solution it(x, t; p,q). In the case of the

problem (0.11), (0.2) the convergence is towards û{x, t; M).

These convergences take place in L1(R). Convergence in uniform graph-norm can

be found however in [14] (for/such that/" > 0 and u0 with compact support).

Close similarity with (0.7) is obtained in the preceding results by setting n = m + 1.

But in order to have an analogous definition for the velocities it is convenient to
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integrate with respect to x our conservation laws, for instance (0.10). We obtain the

equation

(0.14) w, +|w/-0,        n > \,{x,t) G Q,

where w(x, t) = f*x u(s, t) ds. The Cauchy problem for a class of equations includ-

ing (0.14) has been studied by Conway and Hopf [8]. Writing (0.14) as w, + vwx = 0

gives, for the velocity of the solutions of (0.14), the value v = l^l"""2^ (= |u|"~2u).

Also u0 g 7J(R) means w(x, 0) g L°°(R). If we also impose on w(x, 0) the condition

that it vanish as \x\ -* oo, the family of admissible TV-waves for v reduces to the

symmetric ones, p = q, and we obtain a complete analogy between the asymptotics

of this problem and that of problem (0.1)-(0.3).

In case m < 1 equation (0.1) admits only one "infinite TV-wave" defined in Q by

x/((m + l)i). It represents the velocity of the model solutions (0.5) and it is an

unbounded function of x for every x > 0. We prove that for every solution of

(0.1)-(0.3) this unique TV-wave is the asymptotic profile of the velocity. However, the

rates of convergence differ according to the initial data: thus if u0 has compact

support then the velocity cannot be a bounded function of x for any t > 0, a sharp

difference with respect to the case m > 1.

Nevertheless there are solutions of (0.1)-(0.3) with bounded velocity in Q even if

m < 1. This is even true for any equation of the form

(0.15) u, = (<p(u))xx

where <p is a continuous, nondecreasing function [0, oo) -» [0, oo). This fini te-velocity

property for m < 1 seems to have been unnoticed in the literature. Let us remark

that an initial function u0 such that (u™~1)x is bounded can never vanish if m < 1.

The paper is organized as follows. §1: statement of results if m > 1; §2: proofs;

§3: the case m < 1; §4: solutions with bounded velocity for (0.15).

1. The case m > 1. We consider here the problem (0.1)-(0.3) for m > 1. A unique

solution u exists for this problem and m g C([0, T]: Lx(R)) n L°°(R X (S, oo)) for

every Ô > 0; « is nonnegative and it is a smooth classical solution of (0.1) in the

domain of dependence B = {(x, t): u(x, t) > 0) where the equation is nondegener-

ate parabolic. However, at the transition between ß and the "void" region where

u = 0, the velocity is in general discontinuous. Two important properties we shall

need in the sequel are (i) the total mass is conserved, i.e. for every t > 0

(1.1) fu(x,t) dx = Ju0(x)dx,

and (ii) there is a lower bound for the (distributional) derivativepxx in Q:

(1.2) pxx > -l/(m + \)t.

Estimate (1.2) is due to Aronson and Béni Ian [2]; cf. [19] for further details.

We are interested in comparing the solution u(x, t) with the self similar solution

m(x, t; M) having the same mass M. In this respect, Kamin [13] and Friedman and

Kamin [11] have shown that the following convergence takes place uniformly in x:

(1.3) t1/(m + 1)\u(x,t)-ü(x,t; M)\^0   as/ - oo.
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If u0 has compact support, then, for every / > 0, m(-, t) is compactly supported

and there exist two monotone curves, x — f,(i) and x = f2(0> called free-boundaries

or interfaces, that bound the domain of dependence to the left and right, respectively

(with respect to an (x, t)-frame). We have shown in [19] that in this case a fairly

complete description of the large-time behaviour can be done. In fact, if u(x, t) is

such a solution and m = ü(x — x, t; M) is the selfsimilar solution with same mass

centered at the center of mass

(1.4) x = M-1jxu0(x)dx,

then u, p, v, ?, and f,' converge to ü, p, v, f, and £/ as / -» oo as follows:

(1.5) (-Dfo(O-fi(O)AO,

(1-6) «Ui(')-ff(0|-0,
(1.7) t\v(x, t) - v{x, t)\ -» 0   uniformly in |x| < r(f),

(1.8) fm/(m+1)|/>(*, f) -j5(jc,/)|-»0   uniformly in x G R,

where £(/) = x + (-l)'r(t), r(t) defined in (0.6). From (1.8) an estimate for u - ü

follows which implies a rate of convergence faster than (1.3).

In this paper we establish precise results about the comparison of density, pressure

and velocity with their model counterparts under the assumptions (0.3) on u0. As /

grows large we obtain an accurate description of the behaviour of the solutions. Our

first result is the following

Theorem 1. Let u(x, t) be a solution o/(0.1), (0.2) with initial data u0 satisfying

(0.3). Then for every t > 0

(1.9) u(x,t)<maxû(x,t;M) = dmM2Am+1)t-1/im+1),     x g R,

(1.10) \v{x,t)\<mixx\v(x,t;M)\= cmM{m-1)Am+1)rmAm+1),       x g R,
AreR

where M > 0 is the mass of u and cm, dm are positive constants depending only on m.

Moreover, for every e > 0 there exists tc > 0 such that ift^tc

(1.11) \v{x,t)-v{x,t)\tmAm+1^E   «/IM-r(*)| >«•(')>

(1.12) v(x, r)im/(m+1)-sign(x) > -e   if\\x\-r(t)\<er(t).   D

Let us discuss these results: (1.9) is true also in the TV-dimensional case u, = Awm

(cf. [20]). The fact that for any solution of (0.1)-(0.3) and any / > 0 the velocity is

bounded was proved by Aronson [1] (with some additional hypothesis on u0). Using

a scaling argument (by means of the biparametric group of transformations u' = ku,

x' = L'1x, t' = L'2k'm+1t, with k, L> 0 that leaves the equation invariant) it

follows easily that the rate of decay must be /-",/<m+1> (1.10) above gives the sharp

constant in this estimate since (1.11) implies that maxx v(x, t)tmAm+1) -*

cmMln-1)Am+1)àst -» oo.
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In order to visualize the meaning of (1.11), (1.12) we introduce the rescaled

variables

(1.13) y-
r(t)

p={m+})tp, v={m:i)tv.

r(tY ■it)

We have V = -dP/dy. The model solution p(x, t; M) is transformed into the

unique invariant (i.e. independent of / ) profile

(1.14) P(y) = ^-y2\,

and the velocity becomes the unit symmetric N-wave V(y) = y if |y\ < 1, V(y) = 0 if

| y| > 1. Let T be the graph of the function Vin the (V, v)-plane completed with the

vertical segments {-1} x [-1,0] and (1} x [0,1]. Then (1.11), (1.12) can be restated

thus: the graph T(t) of the rescaled velocity of a solution of (0.1)-(0.3) converges as

t -» oo towards T in the metric topology of R2 (given e.g. by the norm ||(K, y)\\ = \V\

+ Ml

the - - - line encloses a reduced

1 e -neighbourhood of T

Figure 1

In fact, using (1.10) we can consider the "reduced" e-neighborhoods shown in

Figure 1.
In case u0 has compact support (1.5) and (1.7) imply that the convergence in

(1.11), (1.12) takes place with a rate e(t) = o(r1/(m+1)). Nevertheless, for general u0

the results of Theorem 1 are sharp as we show next.

Theorem 2. For every function <p: [0, oo) -» [0, oo) such that lim <p(/) = °° as

l -» oo there exists a continuous, nonnegative and integrable u0 such that if u(x, t) is

the corresponding solution o/(0.1), (0.2) then

(1.15) limsupiw(0, t; M) - maxw(x, r))(p(/)/ l/On+l) =   00,
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(1.16) limsupi maxD(x, t; M) - maxt;(x, t)]<p(t)tmAm + 1) = oo,
t-*tc * x

and we can choose u0 symmetric, i.e. u0(x) = u0(-x)for every x.   D

The TV-wave v(x, t; M) is a function of bounded variation in x for every t > 0,

v(-,t) g VB(R), and, in fact, if III • III = III • |||R is the total variation of a function

R-»Rwe have

(1.17) \\\v(-,t; M)|||„ = 4max v(-,t; M) = 0(rmAm+1)).

When we consider a generic solution of (0.1)-(0.3) we can only assert that the

velocity is a function of locally bounded variation. We have

Theorem 3. Let u(x, t) be a solution of (0.1)-(0.3) and let v(x, t) be its velocity.

Then for any t > 0, v( ■, t ) G VB](X(R). Moreover, for each e > 0 there exist 8 = 8e > 0

and tt > 0 such that if Is(t) = {x G R: |jc| < (1 + 8)r(t)} then for every t > tt

(1-18) K-.01«o<(i + «)|5(-.»;M)|,.

7/m0 /ios compact support then t;( •, O e VB(R)for all t > 0 and

(1.19) lim |||t>(-,/)|||'""/<"' + 1) = 4cmA/<'"-1)/(",+ 1).    D
r-> oc

(1.19) is not true for every solution of (0.1)-(0.3): we exhibit an example of

solution such that |||i;(-, Olli = °° f°r every t > 0. The function in the example has

an infinite number of " humps" for every t > 0.

Finally, we remark that the assumption u0 g L'(R) is necessary in the above

estimates, that lose their meaning if we let M -* oo.

2. Proofs.

2.1. Proof of Theorem 1. Using rescaled variables and fixing t > 0 we may

assume that P is a nonnegative function of y g R such that its second derivative P

satisfies Pyv ^ -1 (in ^'(R))» Also V = -Pv so that Vr =s 1. Finally we have

(2.1) rP(y)lAm-l)dyr?{y)1Am-lidy.

Then (1.9), (1.10) follow from the next elementary

Lemma 2.1. Let P, V be as above. Then P(y) < 1/2 and \V(y)\ < 1. If equality

holds for one of these estimates then up to translation of the y-axis P — P and V = V.

Proof. Assume also that P is smooth and bounded, li P(y) < 1/2 for every y

then P has a maximum value ^ 1/2. This maximum is attained at some point

(because of (2.1)); let this point be 0. Then using P   > -1 we get

(2.2) P(y)>P{y)   tor|y|<l.

(2.2) is compatible with (2.1) only if P = P.

As for V, if V(y0) ^ 1 at some pointy g R, let this point be 1, since necessarily

P(l) > 0 integrating Pyy ̂  -1 twice fromy0 = 1 gives P(y) > P(y) for -1 < y < 1

and we conclude as above.

If P is not smooth or bounded the result follows by approximation.   D
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End of Proof of Theorem 1. To prove (1.11), (1.12) we can use a similar

argument after writing the convergence (1.3) in the form

(2.3) |7>(y,01/(m~1)-75(.y)1/<m~1)|<ei

for all t > tt. We leave it to the reader to check that if V( y, t) does not belong to

the e-neighborhood in Figure 1 with e = Are, for some constant k = k(m) > 0, then

double integration of Pyy > -1 allows us to arrive at a contradiction with (2.3).   D

2.2. Proof of Theorem 2. Let {tn} be an increasing and divergent sequence such

that <p(r„) > 3". The function u(x, t) that we seek will be the solution of (0.1) with

initial condition

(2.4)
00

u0(x) = u(x, t;1 - e) + £ («(x - x„ r; e/2' + 1) + u(x + x„ t; e/2' + 1))
i=i

where t > 0 and 0 < e < 1/2 are constants and {x,} is an increasing nonnegative

sequence to be chosen conveniently. The only purpose in using a t > 0 is that of

avoiding initial 8-iunctions. Notice that the total mass is 1 and u0 is symmetric;

hence, u(x, t) will be symmetric in x for every t > 0.

We shall choose the jc, inductively so as to have

(2.5) «(0, t„; 1) - maxM(x, fj > Ce2"V/<m+I)

and

(2.6) maxu(jt, /„; 1) - maxt;(x, t„) > Ce2-"rmAm+1)
X X

for some C = C(m) > 0 so that (1.15), (1.16) follow. This is achieved by separating

the points jc, so much from each other that the different parts of u (i.e. the disjoint

components of the support of «( •, 0) fail to join for times long enough: we begin by

considering the solution u°(x, t) with initial condition u°(x) = U(x, t; 1 - e). Once

we construct m°, w1,...,«""1 for an integer n > 1 the inductive step is as follows: let

u" be the solution with initial condition

(2.7) ~ul(x) = û{x - x„, t; e/2"+1) + ü(x + x„, r; e/2n+1)

and let u" be the one with wg(x) = Uq~1(x) + Üq(x). We take xn large enough so as

to have disjoint supports for «B-1(-, t) and «"(-, t) if 0 < / < /„ (this is easy; use,

for instance, the estimates on the support contained in [19] if you want to estimate

xn). Therefore, we have u"(x, t) = u"~1(x, t) + ü(x, t) in Q,.

With this construction we have u(x, t) = lim u"(x, t) in Q as n -» oo and

maxx u(x, t„) = u"_1(0, tn), n > 1. Therefore, using (1.9) and observing that the

mass of u"~x is 1 - i2~" we have

t1Am+1)(u(0, t„; 1) - imxii(jc, tj) > t1Am+1)(u(0, t„; 1) - s(0, t„ + r, 1 - e2""))

> dm{\ -(1 - e2-")2Am+1)) > eC2-n.

A similar argument gives (2.6).   D
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2.3. We discuss now the property of bounded variation. First we have the

Proof of Theorem 3. The inequality vx «s ((w + 1)0-1 allows us to control the

positive variation of v(-,t) on any bounded interval. To control the negative

variation we use the fact that, for any x, < x2 and t > 0, v(x2, t) - ü(x,, 0 =

(positive variation of v(-,t) in [Xj, x2]) - (negative variation of v(-, t) in [x1? x2])

and the estimates for v in Theorem 1.

Finally the inequality 3* in (1.19) is a consequence of the fact that max v(x, t) and

-min v(x, t) are equal or larger than max v(x, t; M)-e for all large t by (1.11). The

inequality < in the same formula follows from (1.18) and the fact that |f,(0IA(0 ""*

1 así -» oo,(1.5).   D

The existence of solutions with infinite variation is illustrated by the following

Example. u(x, t) is the solution of (0.1) with initial data

(2.8) «„(*)- !>-"«(*-*„),
n-1

where 1 < a < (m + l)/(w - 1) so that «0 g L'(R) but £„-««»-i>A*+i) . «).

The sequence {x„} is positive, increasing and such that, for any positive t > 0,

u(x, 0 equals for large x the sum £ k(x - x„, t; n'a), n > n0(t) (cf. the argument in

Theorem 2). Now the variation of v(-,t) is bounded below by the sum of the

variations of velocities corresponding to these ü(x - x„, t; n'a), i.e. by

(2 9) Y      cn-a(m-l)Am+l)t-m/(m + l)^

njsn0(')

hence \\\v(-, Olli = °o for every t > 0. If you do not like the initial measures shift the

origin of time to t = r > 0 (as in Theorem 2).   D

3. The case 0 < m < 1. As in the case m > 1 there is a unique solution u of the

problem (0.1)-(0.3) but now u g C°°«2) and u > 0 in Q (cf. [2]). This implies that

at least when u0 has compact support the velocity cannot be a bounded function in

Q. To begin with the model solution ït(x, t; M) has an unbounded velocity:

v(x, t; M) = x/((m + \)t) in Q. For m < 1 we may let M -* oo in U(x, t; M) and

obtain the solutions

2m(m + l)t

(1 - m)x
g.uoH "    ; 2 1        ifx#o,/>o,

(3.1)
«..+ (*. 0 = "oo(*. 0 Ífx>0, í>0,

ûx,-(x, 0 = üx(x,t) iix<0,t>0.

For all of them the velocity is given by the same TV-wave in their respective domains

of definition. We shall use the solutions (3.1) as suitable comparison functions in the

sequel.

As for the convergence of a generic solution u(x, t) towards its model û(x, t; M),

(1.3) is still valid (cf. [11]) and the estimate (1.9) u(x, t) <s «(0, t; M) is proved using

the same argument as in §2. It is proved in TV dimensions in [20]. The following

result shows in what sense the velocities converge (we recall that now v G C°°(Q) for

any solution).
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Theorem 4. For every e, C > 0 there exists T > 0 (depending also on the solution)

such that if t > Tand\x\ < CMim-1)Am + 1)t1Am+1) then

(3.2) rm/«n+l) e(*,0 < 6.
(m + l)i

Proof. Using invariant coordinates Theorem 4 is proved as a consequence of the

inequality vx «s ((m + l)t)'x (cf. [2]) and the convergence (1.3), arguing as in

Theorems 1 and 3.   D

In some cases the convergence of v towards v = x/((m + 1)0 is not only local

but also global in x. This happens for instance if m0 has compact support as the

following result shows.

Theorem 5. Let u be a solution of (0.1)-(0.3) and let a = infimum (support(u0))

and ß = supremum (support(u0)), -oo < a < ß < oo. Then for every t > 0 we have

(3.3) -ß < (m + l)ít;(x, /) -x < -a,

(3.4) lim ((m + l)tv(x,t)-x) =-ß
.Y-»OC

and

(3.5) \im ((m +l)tv(x,t) - x) =-a.
.«-♦oc

Proof, (i) Case m < 1. We begin by proving (3.4). Fix t > 0. Since (m + l)tvx < 1

there exists the limit

(3.6) Urn ((m + l)tv(x,t) - x) =-B,
x-»x

where B can be either finite or + oo. Therefore, for every x we have (m + 1)íí;(x, 0

> x - B. Integrating this inequality and recalling that v = (w/(l - m))(um~1)x

gives for B < oo

Í_      /             ,-, \l/(m + l)
2m m + l)í     \ _   .        _    .

-±--'—-\            =ux(x-B,t)
(1 - m)(x - ß)

for every x > B, t > 0.

We now need the following comparison result that we have introduced in [19] for

m > 1.

Shifting Comparison Lemma. Let u, U be solutions of (0.1), (0.2) with respective

initial data u0, tt0 satisfying (0.3) and such that

/oo ,-x
u0(s) ds < /    u0(s) ds   for every x G R.

77ie« /or ei>ery / > 0 we have

(3.9) J   u(s,t)ds^f   u(s,t)ds   for every x g R.    D

The proof of this version does not differ from the one in [19].

We are now in a position to prove that B -> ß: choose any /8j < ß, let M, =

fßU0(x)dx and consider the solution u(x,t) with initial condition m0(x) =

Mx8(x - ßx). It is clear that u0 and u0 satisfy (3.8) so that, for every / > 0, (3.9)
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holds. Since u(x, t) = t/(x - ßv t; A/,) behaves as x -» oo like «œ(x - /?,, 0. we

conclude from (3.7) and (3.9) that /?, < B. Since /?, is any number less than ß we

conclude that ß ^ B.

In the case ß < oo we have yet to prove that B < /? to obtain (3.4). This is done

like so: we consider the functions u(x, t) and üx(x - ß,t). Since both are solutions

of (0.1) in the region G+= (ß, oo) x (0, oo), a standard comparison gives

(3.10) u(x, 0 «S üx(x-ß, 0    inG+.

Since (3.6) impUes that (m + l)f<;(x, t) < x - B + e for all sufficiently large x,

integration of this inequality and comparison of the result with (3.10) imply that

B*ß.
The proof of (3.5) is analogous and (3.3) follows from (3.4), (3.5) and (m + l)tvx

<1.
(ii) Case m — 1. We can use the integral representation of the solutions of the heat

equation to prove our result. In fact, we have

(3.n) ltu_A^ + x^e^y(y)dy
V       ' u(x,t) fe+*>/2'<p(y)dy

where <p( y) = w0(.y)exp(-.y2/(4O).   □

Corollary 3.1. Let m < 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5, if a > -oo we

have for every fixed t > 0

(/ \ \l/(l-m)

(l-w)(x-ar/ V U/i

and if ß < oo we/iaue

2m(m + l)í     i / / 1
(3.13) w(x,0=   -l-—A l+o-       aix^oo.

\(\-m)(x-ß)2) \ \x)>

We always have for every t > 0

(3.14) üminf "**' *\ > 1.
W-oo   U^ÍX, 0

Proof. (3.12), (3.13) follow by integration of (3.4), (3.5). Therefore, (3.14) is clear

if u0 has compact support. If not, let w0 be any function with compact support such

that 0 < û0 < u0 a.e. and apply the result to it recalling that ù «s u in Q.   D

Remarks. (1) A striking feature of the asymptotic behaviour as |x| -» oo of the

solutions of (0.1)-(0.3) when u0 has compact support and m < 1 is the fact that the

first information about the initial data that is reflected in (3.12), (3.13) is not the

mass (as in the case m > 1) but the endpoints of the support (cf. (3.12), (3.13)). This is

a consequence of the fact that the diffusion coefficient has the form c(u) = muml

so that c Î oo as u i 0.

(2) Using the above comparison arguments it follows easily from u0(x) =

o(|x|-2/(1_m)) as |x| -» oo that for every / > 0

/-. ,^\ ,•       u(x, t)
(3.15) hm   _ V   \ = 1-

|x|-oo  UX(X, t)
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Unbounded velocity occurs for a wide class of initial data as we show next.

Theorem 6. Let m < 1 and let u0 g L}(R), u0 -> 0, u0 # 0 and u0(x) =

o(\x\~1/{1~m)) as x -* oo (respectively x -» -oo). 77ien f(-, 0 « «oí bounded above

(resp. below) for any í > 0. 77ie resu/i holds for m — 1 //íne /<zsí assumption is changed

into hmlg(w0(x))/|x| = -oo as x -» oo (resp. x -» -oo).

Proof. Let w < 1. If, at a certain time í > 0, v(-, t) is bounded above, say by

C > 0, then integrating v =  -mum~2ux gives for x > 0 the estimate

(3.16) «(x,i)>(Cl + c2xr1/(1-m)

for some constants c¡, c2 > 0 (depending on C and m). However, we are going to

prove next that if u0(x) = o(|x|~1/(1~m>) as x -» oo then the same estimate must be

true for every t > 0, thus contradicting (3.16). In fact, the function

(3.17) «(*,/)-'
mc(x — ct — x0)

where c > 0 and x0 are constants, is a solution of (0.1) in the domain G = ((x, i):

x > ct + x0}; since v(x, t) — c, u is called a "constant-velocity front". It follows

from a standard comparison in G that for any c > 0 we can find an x0 (possibly

large) such that u(x, i) $- «(x, i) in G. Since

û(x,i)x1/(1-m)-(mc/(l-m)r/(1"m)   asx 00

and eis arbitrary, we have m(x, i) = o(|x|"1/(1~m)).

The argument for the lower bound is the same. For m = 1 the constant velocity

front is defined in Q by

(3.17)' ù(x, t) = clexp(c(ct - x)).

The rest of the argument is easily adapted.   D

Remarks. (3) Using the Shifting Comparison Lemma the condition w0(x) =

o(|x|"1/(1-m)) can be replaced by /* u0(s) ds = o(|x|"m/<1"m)) asx -» oo; similarly

asx —> -oo.    D

In the proof of Theorem 6 we have constructed an explicit solution of (0.1),

0 < m < 1, in an infinite subdomain of Q having bounded velocity. This solution

behaves at infinity like c7(x"1/(1_'">). In the next section a class of solutions in all of

Q, having bounded velocity and therefore behaving as |x| -» oo as > C|x|"1/<1_m), is

exhibited. Thus, in particular, the exponent in Theorem 6 is sharp. A similar

comment applies to the case m — 1.

4. A class of solutions with bounded velocity. In this section we consider a more

general problem consisting of the equation

(4.1) u,= (<b(u))xx   inO = Rx(0,co)

where <f> is a continuous, nondecreasing function [0, oo) -» [0, oo) with <f>(0) = 0 and

the initial data

(4.2) u(x,0) = u0(x)
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where u0 g Ü(R), «0 > 0 and / u0(x) dx = M > 0. Using the terminology of the

preceding sections we think of m as a density and define the pressure as p = i>(u)

where

(4.3) Hu)=[uÉ*Í£l,       o<u<oo

(the second member is well defined as a Riemann-Stieltjes integral), ip is a continu-

ous function in (0, oo). We remark that the origin of pressures is unimportant.

Conversely, u is well defined by p, u = \j/~1(p), whenever <b is strictly increasing. The

balance argument (0.4) implies that the velocity v satisfies v = -px.

A solution u G C([0, oo): ¿'(R)) of (4.1), (4.2) can be obtained, for instance, by

discretization in time. The maps S,: u0 -* u(-, t) form a semigroup of ^-contrac-

tions and if u0 g L°°(R) then u(-, t) g L°°(R) and it is the unique solution of (4.1)

or 3>'(Q) that satisfies the initial condition (4.2). Moreover, the solutions depend

continuously on <b: if <f>„ is a sequence of functions as above and </>„(r) -» <b(r) for

every r G R then (with obvious notation) «9n -* uv in C([0, oo): L^R))- We refer to

[4] for this material. For uniqueness see [7].

Our result is the following

Theorem 7. Assume that u(x, t) is the solution o/(4.1), (4.2) as above. If\l/(u0) is a

Lipschitz-continuous function with constant L0 then, for every t > 0, ^(u(-, t)) is also

Lipschitz-continuous with constant L(t) < L0.

Remarks. (1) A continuous function u0 as in the theorem can vanish only if

(4.4) /'^<„.■'0 s

If <p(s) = sm, m > 0, this happens if and only if m > 1. In [12] Kalashnikov

introduced the change of variables (4.3) under condition (4.4) and proved that the

velocity of any solution of (4.1), (4.2) is then bounded for t > t > 0 (he uses for

convenience additional smoothness hypotheses on <b and u0 that are inessential and

can be eliminated with the arguments that we shall expound). As a consequence,

under condition (4.4) solutions of (4.1), (4.2), where u0 has compact support, are

compactly supported in x for every í > 0.

(2) If the integral (4.3) is divergent as u -» oo (m -> 1 if <p(s) = sm) then every

function u0 as above is bounded, and then u(x, t) is the unique solution of (4.1),

(4.2).
(3) The theorem is true for any solution of (4.1) that can be conveniently

approximated by bounded solutions. Thus, for instance, if <b(s) = sm, m>\,

Bénilan, Crandall and Pierre [5] have constructed solutions for an optimal class of

initial data u0; in particular, under the assumptions u0 > 0, u™~x is Lipschitz-

continuous.

(4) Solutions with constant velocity (that generalize those shown in §3 for <b(s) =

sm) can be constructed for (4.1). Let us fix the velocity c > 0. The front is defined in

the set G = {(x, t) g Q: $(0) < c(ct - x) < i/<(oo)} in terms of the pressure by

(4.5) p(x,t) = c(ct - x).
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If <#> is strictly increasing this defines a solution u of (4.1) in G. The front is a solution

in Q if the integral (4.3) diverges at 0 and at oo (m = 1 if <i>(s) = sm). In no case

does it belong to ^(R) as a function of x for any fixed t.

Proof of Theorem 7. It consists of two parts. First we perform a classical

calculation. Then we adapt this calculation to our solutions by an approximation

process. The first part is contained in the following

Lemma 4.1. Let u(x,t) be a classical solution of the equation u, = (<|>(w))XÏ in a

cylindrical domain QT, = {(x, i): |x| < /, 0 < t < T}, « G Cx(QTl) n C3(QTI),

where <f> is an increasing function, <b g C^O, oo) n C2(0, oo), <i>'(0 > 0 if s > 0. Let

u > 0 in QTj and let du/dx = 0 on the lateral boundary STj = {(x, t): \x\ = I,

0 < t < T). Then the maximum and the minimum of v(x, t) - -fb'(u)u~1ux are

attained at t = 0.

Proof. Performing the change of variable u -» p = \p(u) given by (4.3) we obtain

the equation, for/;,

(4-6) p, = o(p)pxx+p;,

where o(p) = <p'(u). Differentiating with respect to x and setting v = -px gives

(4.7) v, = o(p)vxx-[o'(p) + 2]vxv.

Take now e > 0 and let w = t;exp(-ei). If the maximum of w is positive and is

attained in Q we have at this point w, = v,exp(-et) - evcxp(-et) > 0, wxx =

vxxexp(-et) < 0, wx = vxexp(-et) = 0. All this together contradicts (4.7). Hence a

positive maximum must be attained on the parabolic boundary and, since w = 0 on

its lateral part, it must be attained at t = 0. Now let e -> 0 to get the same

conclusion for v. A similar argument applies to the minimum.   D

Second Part of Proof of Theorem 7. Since Lemma 4.1 does not apply directly

to our solutions we perform an approximation process in several steps.

(i) We assume also that u0 is bounded and <j> g C^O, oo) n C5(0, oo), <b'(s) > 0

for every s > 0: According to Oleinik et al. [17, Theorem 2] the solution can be

obtained as the limit of positive solutions un defined in an expanding sequence of

cylinders Q„. These approximate solutions satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 4.1

except the boundary condition; but we can modify the construction using [17,

Theorem 10] to fulfill this condition. Moreover, we can choose the initial functions

u° such that the Lipschitz constant of ^(m°) does not exceed LQ. Applying Lemma

4.1 to the approximate solutions we get |f„(x, i)| < L0 in Qn, hence |u(x, i)| < L0.

(ii) u0 is bounded, <f>'(s) > 0 if s > 0: We approximate <b by an increasing

sequence <#>„ as in (i) such that '/'„(«o) has Lipschitz constant at most L0 (^n is

defined by replacing </> by </>„ in (4.3)). Then <pn -» <f> in compact subsets of [0, oo) by

Dini's theorem. Since

(4.8) ^n(s) = —-<f>„0)-|   ——as,
s J\     s

also \pn -» i^ uniformly on compact subsets of (0, oo).
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Let un be the solution of u, = (<bn(u))xx, h(x,0) = u0. It follows from [4] that

un -* u in C([0, oo): 7J(R)) and, after passing to a subsequence, a.e. in Q. Also

¡;n(x, i) = -(^„(u„(x^ 0))* -s bounded in Q by L0. Now we estimate the Lipschitz

constant of p( ■, t ) for a t > 0. We have

(4.9)

p(xx, t)-P(x2, t) =   [*(«(*!, 0) - *(«»(*1> 0)]

+ [ + («.(•«2, 0) - +(«(*2. 0)1  + [ + («.(*l. 0) - *.(«.(*!.'))]
+ [*.(«.(*2.0)-*(«,(*2.'))]  +I*.(M*I.'))-+.(M*2.'))1-

Since ¡;n(x, i) is bounded by L0 the last difference is at most L0|x2 - x,|. The

other differences in the second member of (4.9) can be made arbitrarily small as

n -» oo for almost every x,, x2 such that u(x,, i), u(x2, t) do not vanish: the two

first parentheses are small because w„ -» « a.e., hence \p(u„) -» ip(u) a.e. For the

following two parentheses we remark that |w„(x, i)| < sup|w0(x)| = TV < oo and

that \¡/n -» ip uniformly on [0, TV]. Letting n -* oo we obtain for a.e. x,, x2 such that

u(x,, i), m(x2, i) # 0 that |/>(x,, i) - /?(x2, i)| < 7.0|x, - x2|. The conclusion fol-

lows.

(iii) u0 is bounded. We construct a decreasing sequence of functions </>„ as in the

hypotheses of (ii) and such that ^n(«0) < ¿o + V« ana follow the approximation

argument of (ii).

(iv) If u0 is not bounded, take u°n = min(«0(x), n) and apply the theorem to the

solutions w„ = Stu°n. Then let n -» oo.   D

Remarks. (5) Shifting the origin of time we conclude from Theorem 7 that L(t) is

a nonincreasing function of t, t > 0. Returning to (0.1): u, = (um)xx, it follows from

Theorem 1 that, whenever m > l,L(í)-»0así-> oo. This is not the case for every

solution of (0.1), (0.2) if m ^ 1, even if the initial velocity is bounded. In fact, if u0 is

a nonnegative function of the class C1 such that

(4.10) hm  |ifc(x)|.   lin,   ^^>0,
1*1-« M-« u0(xf

then lim L(í)>0así^oo. This result can be proved using the techniques of §3.
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